
Tenant

Tenant - Procedure - Prix
  
We propose you an alternate formula of lodging, temporary, from a few days to a few months,
for singles, couples, friends, family, for holidays or work,                  
    -  A range of furnished apartments, visited and selected by us  
    -  A description of the characteristics of the apartment, localization, transport, services,
environment   
    -  A personalized reception and a permanent assistance  
    -  A flexible reservation, whatever the day you choose  
    -  Competitive prices  
    -  Housekeeping on request  
    -  the provision of bed linen (sheets and duvets and towels for rentals of less than 3 months
only.   

    

More details...

  Reservation
  
How to reserve? With the form, by email or telephone 
contact@homelatitude.com  -  Tél/Fax + 33 1 48 04 86 08                  
    -  Specify your arrival and departure dates  
    -  The number of people, adults, children  
    -  The selected apartment of your choice  

  

Procedure

    
    -  According to the duration of your hiring an estimation is communicated to you  
    -  After agreement, a contract is addressed to you  
    -  The signed contract and payment of our fees must be returned by post or by fax to us  

  

More details...

    Prix
  
  For rentals exceeding one month :
    
    -  VAT prices shown in the week and / or monthly include, rent and agency fees  
    -   Electricity, gas and telephone & internet package depending upon consumption   
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Tenant

    -   The price per extra day is based on the weekly price  

  For rentals longer than one month, our prices include :
    
    -   The amount of rent, service charges included  

  Our prices do not include
    
    -   Our fees without VAT :       
    -   1 month and <3 months = 50% of the first monthly rent   
    -   3 months and <5 months =   75% of 1 monthly rent   
    -   6 months and <8 months  =   1 month rent   
    -   8 months <12 months  =   12% of total rent   
    -   Period = or > 12 months  = 12% of annual rent.   

    
    -   Telephone and Internet  
    -   Electricity & Gas, subscription andconsumption   
    -   Package laundry and household by Number of rooms and area, payable at departure and
estimate if the state of the apartmentrequires.   
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